ONEVUE IS THE INTELLIGENT CHOICE
The OneVue Platform is unlike other automated monitoring solutions. Of course OneVue eliminates
manual monitoring activities to free up staff. The platform creates complete documentation for
compliance audits, and it reduces the risks and costs associated with environmental monitoring. So
what’s the difference?
When we set out to create OneVue, we studied the way our customers really need their monitoring
solution to perform. We translated what we learned into a unique monitoring platform offering cloudbased convenience, built-in compliance and an intuitive interface that simplifies the entire environmental
monitoring process.

OUR SECURE CLOUD-BASED PLATFORM IS DESIGNED FOR EFFICIENCY
With OneVue, we maintain the software– you reap the benefits. The OneVue SaaS true cloud
architecture lets us deliver new features and updates faster than ever, freeing your IT team to focus on
the projects that are essential to your core business.
• OneVue is built from the ground up on industry-leading
Amazon Web Services (AWS) infrastructure. AWS
delivers seamless scalability for consistent system access
and performance while protecting the security of your
data.

• Banking-level data security and encryption, plus
ongoing, redundant, multi-location data backups keep
your data safe and secure to help you sail through
audits.
• Easy online set-up and configuration lets you get your
OneVue system up and running quickly. Sensors arrive
preconfigured to access your in-house network for true
plug-and-play connectivity.

MEETING YOUR COMPLIANCE REQUIREMENTS IS OUR PRIORITY
Unlike other systems, OneVue links your monitoring data to the physical equipment, room or assets/
inventory you are monitoring – not to the individual sensor/data logger. If you need to move vaccines
to a new refrigerator, or switch a temp/humidity sensor in an OR suite, your past monitoring data stays
with the vaccines or with the OR, allowing you to easily demonstrate continuous regulatory compliance.
• OneVue maintains a historical data trail of your
monitoring activities, allowing you to create
comprehensive reports for compliance audits,
preventative maintenance, benchmarking, costcomparisons, and more. You’ll never again have to
manually compile monitoring data to get the full picture.
• Reports can be created with just a few clicks, saved and
run as needed or on a preset schedule. You may archive
your reports within OneVue, or export to a pdf or
spreadsheet to distribute as needed.

• You can rest assured that OneVue meets or exceeds all
applicable requirements and recommendations of the
CDC, FDA, TJC and other authorities having jurisdiction
(AHJs), including FDA 21 CFR Part 11 for electronic
records.

ONEVUE IS DESIGNED TO WORK THE WAY YOU DO
You need to be able to access your monitoring data and alerts on your mobile device. You need to see what
you need to see without being distracted by too much information. You need your monitoring data – and
most importantly, your alerts – delivered immediately to the right person to provide the utmost protection
of your patients and your temperature-sensitive assets. OneVue delivers.
• OneVue’s responsive, mobilefirst architecture allows you to
view and interact with your data
on any tablet, smartphone,
laptop or desktop computer.
You won’t need to download or
install separate mobile apps or
plug-ins to enjoy an optimal
experience on any size screen,
using any browser.

• Every user can filter, rearrange and save custom data
views to get the information they need, how they need
to see it, to protect the comfort and safety of your
people and valuable assets.
• Team-based alerting rules for email, text and phone
notifications can be easily set up to match your
organization’s policies or individual preferences, then
quickly applied to entire groups of sensors. You can rest
assured the right person will be notified, no matter the
time of day or night.

• Your OneVue account can be
intelligently structured by
locations and business units to
map to your organization’s
hierarchy.

• Each user’s OneVue dashboard displays the tasks they
must complete to ensure smooth operation and
consistent performance of the system.

• Role-based dashboards and
individual user rights can be set
to provide access only to the
data pertinent to their jobs to
minimize distractions and maximize
productivity.

EXPERIENCE THE ONEVUE DIFFERENCE

Call us at 800.537.0464

The OneVue Platform from Primex Wireless takes wireless
facility monitoring to the cloud to streamline and improve
the entire monitoring process. OneVue’s mobile-first design,
intuitive interface and state-of-the-art security features
combine to deliver the critical information users require to
ensure the comfort and safety of patients and staff.

To Learn More:
Call: 800.537.0464
Email: info@primexwireless.com
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